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Car Thefts Plague College
By Brian Crockett

Ten car thefts and a dormitory burglary
have struck Trinity students in the first
three weeks of school.
Alfred Garafolo, director of security, said
most of the stolen cars were entered with the
use of a coat hanger or through the vent
window. Seven were parked on Summit
Street, two in the oarkine lot behind the St.
Anthony Hall, and one from High Rise.
Residents of Allen East reported a
burglary last Thursday night. A camera, a
calculator, $20, and a World War II bayonet
were taken in the theft.
Seven of the ten cars have been found,
most stripped of wheels, radio, battery,
engine parts, and other accessories.
Garafolo said he "got a call from the Hartford police department. They wanted to
know why a car with a Trinity sticker was
sitting in a cemetery with the wheels gone.
The student didn't even know his car was
gone."
No pattern in the thefts has developed,
according to Garafolo, although he suspects

some of the thefts were done by the same
group that stole cars near the campus last
spring.
Surveillance of Summit Street resulted in
the apprehension of one juvenile. The
security man involved in the stake-out
detained a 15 year old juvenile until the
Hartford police arrived. The youth had been
seen looking at "about'25 cars" and entered
one before being detained. Later, four or
five youths "came over the hill and got into
separate cars," according to Garafolo. "Our
man called police, but they got away. The
oldest appeared to be 14."
While the security man saw the license
plate number of the getaway car, it turned
out that the car was stolen as well.
Most of the residents of the first floor of
Allen East were hving a party on their back
lawn last Thursday night when goods valued
at almost $400 were stolen.
Ed Carpenter, who was in the next room
at the time of the burglary, said he "heard a
noise coming from the next room. Thinking

it came from the bathroom, I checked there
first, then tried the door to Mitch (Sanbom's) room, which was iammed. Bv the
time I got the door open, they were gone, and
the stereo was on the floor. They left behind
a hat and an Afro comb."
Taken from Bob Greenawalt's adjoining
room was his wallet with $20 and the
bayonet. The wallet was found the next day
near the Alpha Delta Phi fratenity house.
The intruders apparently had tried
several of the first floor windows before
finding Sanborn's unlocked. Numerous
screens on the first floor were found slit.
Dick Lumas, a member of the security
force, detained a juvenile last Friday night
on a charge of criminal trespassing.
"I saw three youths on Allen Place, and
radioed the assistant director of security
(Earl Moffitt), who was in his own car on
Summit Street. Two of the suspects entered
the side yard of Allen West, while one
remained behind a pole across the street.
We lost track of the two, as they ran east

through yards on Vernon Street, but apprehended the other," Lumas recalled.
The youth was questioned, but said he had
met the other two "a few seconds ago," and
didn't know their names, Lumas recounted.
Garafolo urges students to aid security by
locking doors and windows end participating in the security programs of
identification of personal effects and car
registration. Registration aidt in the
recovery of stolen items. Furthermore, an
unregistered car on campus for an extended
period of time raises the suspicion of
' security, he said.
Garafolo also advises students to have any
person knocking on their door to identify
themselves. He cited an incident not far
from Trinity in which two men forced their
way into an apartment and stole money and
personal effects in a strong-arm robbery.
"It makes it a hell of a lot easier. I'm not
trying to scare anyone, but that's the way it
is. Until the crime rate in Hartford subsides,
there's not a hell of a lot we can do," said
Garafolo.

Library Needs $2.5 Million to Expand

By Melissa Everett
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A proposal to expand the Library was
approved in principle at the Trustees' spring
meeting, Ralph Emerick, Librarian,
disclosed. The addition will house study and
lounge space, audiovisual facilities," and
computer terminals. The Watkinson
Library and other special collections would

also be located there.
"All we need now is $2 1/2 million",
Emerick added.
The search for library expansion funds is
part of a new capital funds campaign being
launched by the College, Emerick explained. The Library had been included in

the fund drive before this proposal was
approved, he said, but "Money that was
marked 'endowment' will now be turned into
bricks and mortar."
Emerick estimated that the project would
take "at least 3 years" after enough money
has been raised. He noted that the cost of
building "goes up at least 12% a year."
The shortage of space in the library has
necessitated the storage of some 10,000
volumes in the Lite Sciences Center
basement, most of which are back issues of
periodicals. Library personnel make daily
trips to retrive books in storage as they are

Student Elections
The Student Government Association (SGA) will be conducting elections on October 3
for ten freshman positions and six vacancy positions. The positions to be filled are as
follows:
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION (SGA):
six (6) freshmen positions (only fresmen may vote for these).
The Student Government Association consists of eighteen upperclassmen elected at
large, six freshmen elected from the freshmen class, one student liaison from each of the
ten faculty-student committees, and one student liason from each Trustee committee
with student members. Formed last year to replace the Student Executive Committee,
the SGA is responsible for conducting student elections and concerns itself with all areas
of student life on campus.
.
MATHER HALL BOARD OF GOVERNORS (MHBOG)
four (4) freshmen positions (only freshmen may vote for these), and two (2) nonfreshmen positions (freshmen may not run for these two places, but voting is open to any
full-time undergraduate).
MHBOG is comprised of fjfteen undergraduate students, elected by the student body,
each having one vote, and the Associate Dean for Student Services, an ex officio member
who serves in an advisory capacity. It is the responsibility of MHBOG to provide a
balanced schedule of diverse social and cultural activities to appeal to the varied interests of the Trinity College community.
MATHER POLICY BOARD (MPB):
three (3) positions open to any full-time undergraduate.
The Mather Policy Board consists of five elected students and two members of the
Office of Student Services. It monitors the use of Mather Campus Center and other
facilities with regard to co-curricular activities and formulates policy pertaining to such
use subject to the approval of the SAC. The final responsibility for accepting or rejecting
these proposals rests with me Director ot Mather Campus Center.
ATHLETIC ADVISORY COUNCIL (AAC):
one (l) two-year position open only to a member of trie junior class (voting is open to
any full-time undergraduate).
The Athletic Advisory Council is comprised of the Oollge President, the College
Treasurer, the Director of Athletics, three faculty members, three alumni members, the
Student Government President, and two students elected by student body. The function
Of the AAC is to advise the Director of Athletics and the Administration of the College on
all matters pertaining to collegiate athletics. ,
"
To appear on the ballot, a nominating petition must be submitted. The petition must
contain the petitioner's name, class, box number, phone (if any), and the position applied
for. Only one position may be listed on a petition. Students desiring to run for more than
one position must submit a valid petition for each position. All nominating petitions must
also include the signatures of fifteen (15) full-time Trinity undergraduate students. Any
Petition that does not meet the above criteria will be declared invalid.
Nominating petitions are to be turned in on Wednesday, September 25th or Thursday,
September 26th between the hours of 9 a.m.-5p.m., in the locked petition box behind the
Mather Hall Front Desk. No petitions will be accepted before 9 a.m. September 25th or
after 5 p.m. September 26th.
Students submitting petitions will be notified by mail on Friday morning (September
27) as to whether or not their petition(s) has been accepted. Appeals will be allowed on
that afternoon (Sepetember 27) from 1 p.m.-5p.m. in the Student Government Office
(527-3151 ext.367). After 5 p.m. September 27th, no further appeals will be allowed.
The official ballot will be printed in the Tripod of October 1. It is the responsibility of
every accepted petitioner to make sure that (s)he is correctly listed on the ballot. If a'
Continued On Pg. 2

needed by students. Emerick called the
system "inconvenient but not unheard-of"
He said "it will hold us another five years."
The role of the Library as a center for
social life as well as academics further
strains existing facilities, Emerick observed. He said attempts to find substitute
social centers, such as the TX house had
failed for lack of student response.
Peter KiiapjJ, Reference Libratisn-.said
library use had increased tremendously this
year. It is just packed," he said.

Trinity Lacks Facilities For
The Handicapped Student
By Marh Henrickson
"All in all Trinity College is not the best
campus for wheelchairs; but then again,
* there are not too many campuses around",
noted David Hobbs, '76 Trinity's resident
student on wheels.
In view of the upcoming legislative
hearing on handicapped access and architectual design, Sept. 30, the Tripod
decided to investigate the accessibility of
the Trinity Campus.
"We'll handle the situation as it comes
up," seems to sum up the predominant
philosophy concerning wheelchair access to
the Trinity campus as expressed by
members of its administration.
Thomas A. Smith, vice president of the
College, remarked that the college "has not
undertaken any major reconstruction of
buildings, classroom or residential, but so
far seems to have been able to meet the
needs of individuals." In response to an
observation that many parts of the campus
are inaccessible to the totally wheelchair
bound individual, Smith noted that should an
occasion arise where such • an individual
wanted to attend Trinity, "We would meet
his requirements."
W. Howie Muir, director of admissions for
the college, said that "It would be stupid
for (the handicapped individual) to come
here." However, he did feel that should a
disabled person want to come to Trinity,
"they'll be here," regardless of outside
circumstances.
Insofar as actual admissions are concerned, Muir does not take a student's
handicap into consideration "except as it
may affect a kid's progress". He did note
that several physically disabled students
have left Trinity for unknown reasons.
Because of the inaccessibility of second
floor classrooms, Hobbs feels . that it
wouldn't be too hard to schedule classes
involving wheelchair students on the first
t

floors of such difficult buildings as Seabury
and the Austin Arts Center. He feels that the
administration, however, hasn't made any
attempt to schedule his classes on the first
floor. He recalled a time last semester when
he had two broken legs, which resulted in his
being forced to miss all his classes, simply
because he "couldn't get to them". In addition to this handicap, Hobbs has found
himself restricted to classes which were
scheduled for accessible buildings such as
the basement of McCook, the Library, or
(once the dangerous process of carrying
him up the entrance steps is accomplished)
Life Sciences Center.
Hobbs has also been" discouraged in his
professional ambitions because of his
physical handicap. After being counselled
by a professor to drop out of pre-med, Hobbs
noted that it is "impractical for someone in
a wheel chair to be in pre-med at Trinity."
Hobbs feels that the administration hasn't
gone "overboard in trying to help him out."
He cited one particular instance this year
where he bought a car involving on-campus
parking, yet was not able to obtain a
guaranteed parking space from A. A.
Garafolo, director of security, within a
reasonable distance of his dorm. Now he
claims he must "hide his wheelchair out in
the woods" when he wants to use his car.
Muir sees no reason why anyone would
object to such changes as lowering elevator
buttons; he "just assumed" such changes
were not necessary. He recalled a time
when a bathroom on campus was modified
for the use of a handicapped student. The
change, however, did not remain.
"Society is handicapping the handicapped," says Armand Legault, president
of the Muscular Dystrophy Association of
Greater Hartford. To better understand the
Continued On Pg. 2
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College Barely Provides Enough Housing
Tilles sees no need to-increase housing
"We made it by the skin of our teeth," School of Nursing to handle an unexpected
capacity at the present time. "We have
commented Elinor Tilles, Dean of Housing, overflow.
enough to suit our needs, so I don't really
on the narrowly-averted lack of housing.
Tilles explained that Trinity currently has
"This probably happens every year, and just under 1400 beds, and a student body foresee any new acquirements. Enrollment
although it's tight, it somehow works out." numbering approximately 1688. Students should stay the same."
The latest housing acquirement came last
This is Tilles' first year in charge of housing, residing off-campus, on a leave of absence,
with the purchase of apartments at
having taken over from Del Shilkret.
or at the school's Rome campus account for spring,
111 Crescent St. This led to no change in the
the
difference.
The annual problem, according to Dean
housing capacity, however, as the school
Tilles, lies in how many accepted students
While the housing office attempts to place concurrently terminated their lease of 121
decide to attend Trinity. If more than the all freshmen in freshmen areas, it was Allen Place.
expected number decide to come, housing necessary to place three or four in areas
While most campus rooms are without
must be provided. Only a certain number of containing primarily upperclassmen this cooking facilities, some rooms with cooking
beds', however, can economically be year. These freshmen did however have the accomadations are available. The apartmaintained.
option to change, Tilles related.
ments at 111 Crescent, which were newly
Trinity's housing problems are miniscule furnished this summer, contain cooking
"Budget-wise, we can't give ourself the
luxury of having empty beds," Tilles ex- in comparison to other colleges in the area. appliances, as well as the apartments at 194,
plained. This situation, however, can run The University of Connecticut, for instance, 210 and 216 New Britain Avenue, and the
into problems. "Del Shilkret had to rent off- • was faced with 400 more students this year High Rise.
Rooms for upperclassmen are determined
campus housing last year at the Hartford than anticipated.

in the spring by a lottery system thai Tilles
describes as "quite complex."
Four years ago, a student group working
out of the college affairs committee
designed the lottery system and rated all
the rooms on campus into four categories
The lottery system was designed to allow
students who spent a year in low level
housing to move up to better accomodations
the following year.
"A full explanation of the system is given
just prior to the housing selection around the
third week of April. The procedure will be
printed in the Tripod at the time. I will also
be holding several meetings at that time "
Tilles explained.
'
"We do have, on the whole, a system that
tries to move smoothly. The system was set
up by students. I just administer the
(system," Tilles^.said.
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mistake has been made, you must notify the Elections Committee that night (Tuesday,
October 1) from 6p.m.-llp.m. at the Student Government Office. No appeal will be
allowed after ll p.m. October 1, regarding listing on the ballot.
Elections will be held on Thursday, October 3 in the Main Lobby of Mather Hall.
Ballots may be cast by eligible voters (full-time registered Trinity undergraduates)
from 9 a.m.-6p.m. Under a new SGA rule, students are entitled to vote for no more than
two-thirds of the number of available positions for each office. In addition, a successful
write-in candidate will require 15 votes.
Although the Elections Committee discourages campaigning (there are only two days
between the announcement of the ballot and elections), for those who wish to, the
following rules are in effect. No campaign materials will be allowed yi Mather Hall on
Thursday Oct. 3; any that are found will be confiscated. No more than ten (10) dollars
may be spent by an individual for each position petioned for.
The Elections Committee recommends that each candidate submit a written
statement of not more than 150 words to the Tripod for each position petitioned for.
Statements must be typed, double-spaced, and the total words counted and written on top
of the statement. Statements will be printed along with the ballot, and must be received
by the Tripod by 5pm Saturday, Sept. 28.

News Notes
Berrigan
t o Speak
Phillip Berrigan, anti-war activist and
author, will speak today at 4:15 in McCook
Auditorium. Berrigan gained national
prominence when he and his brother,
Daniel, raided the draft office in Catonsville, Maryland, stole some records,
soaked them in blood and burned them.
Later Berrigan was indicted along with nine
others for conspiracy to kidnap Henry
Kissinger. Berrigan was acquited for this,
but he did serve a total of 35 months for his
role in the Catonsville record burning!
Berrigan was ordained into the order of
Saint Joseph in 1955. His standing in this
order is in question now because of his
marriage to a Roman Catholic
nun,
r
Elizabeth McAlister.
Berrigan has been living at the Jonah,
house in Baltimore since his release from
jail in 1972.
Berrigan has written four books: No More
Strangers (1965), Punishment For Peace
(1967), Prison Journal: Diaries Of A
Revolutionary Priest, (1970), and Widen The
Prison Gates (1974),

Students
Travel
Statistics from Robbins Winslow, Dean for
Educational Services, show that 126
students are away from campus during
Christmas term. The majority of students
are taking academic leaves of absence
abroad, closely followed by academic leaves
of absence in the United States. There are 42
students abroad and 30 in this country.
Junior year is the most popular time to
study away from Trinity, according to the
statistics. 77 members of the class of '76 are
away from Trinity followed by 32 from the
class of "75 and 17 from the class of'77.
Following the leaves of absence in
popularity are the Trinity College/Rome
Campus and the 12 college exchange
program, each attracting 24 students.
For students going abroad the most
popular destination was England followed
by France and Austria with 16, 8 and 4
students traveling there respectively.
For exchange students the most sought
after school was Wellesjy, attracting three
students. Brandeis, Bucknell, Clark, Connecticut College, Dickinson, Duke, Kenyon,
Mount Holyoke, Pitzer, Rider, Rutgers,
Skidmore, University of Hartford,
University of Pittsburgh, University of
Vermont, Wells, and Williams all attracted
one Trinity Student apiece.

Winners
The Student Government Association,
SGA, formerly the Student Executive
Committee, elected its officers for the 197473 academic year last Wednesday night. Jeff
Clark '75 was elected President of the
organization. lie had been temporary
President since Tony Piccirillo's
resignation last May.
The other officers elected were: Gary
Morgans '75, Vice-President; Steve
Kayman '77, Treasurer; and Ishi Ishizaka
'77, Secretary. Together with President
Clark, the four comprise the SGA Steering
Committee.
The newly elected officers' terms of office
are not stipulated by the SGA Constitution.
Under the old SEC Constitution, their terms
would have been for one year, VicePresident Morgans said he would bring up
the term of office question at the next SGA
meeting October 2. Morgans said he would
push for adoption of single semester terms.
Treasurer Kayman, however, said he will
urge "retention" of the one year tenure of
office.

Fire'
Extinguisher
Missing
At 10:00 a.m., Joe Geraci, campus
locksmith, ran to the security office to
report that smoke was billowing from a
Jarvis window. Geraci and Alfred Garafolo,
director of security, pulled the second floor
shunt box which sets off the alarm. Upon
reaching the third floor, the men reached for
the fire extinguisher. It was not there.
Meanwhile, Hartford fire fighters rushed
onto the scene, putting out the remains of
the fire, which the automatic sprinkler
system had almost entirely extinguished.
Although the fire in Jarvis was extinguished quickly and without injury, it
could have been a tragedy, according to
Garafolo. The fire doors were open, the
extinguisher was missing, and two tanks,
one of oxygen and the other of acetylene,
were in the room where the fire occured. In
April, 1967, nine people at Cornell University
died as a result of negligence of this sort.
Trinity College pays $1,200 - $1,500 annually , to fill the illegally used fire extinguishers, according to Garafolo. In addition, the discharge from the extinguishers
can blind or at least damage the eyes.
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plight of the handicapped, the State Senate
of Connecticut is holding a public hearing
September 30 from 3:00 - 7:00 p.m. Legault,
himself, disabled and confined to a
wheelchair, believes this will be an opportunity to make the public aware of injustices that Connecticut has made them
suffer.
What the disabled people want to stress at
this public hearing, says Phyllis Zlothick,
legislative co-chairman for United Cerebral
Palsy, is "their human right to determine
their own destiny." They are hoping to push
through state legislation on their behalf.
Zlotnick would like to see funds allocated
now to build facilities to aid the handicapped. Otherwise, many wheel-chair
handicaps are forced to remain shut out
from life. They can't receive an education, a
job, or any fruitful existence. The handicapped must depend, therefore, on
society, i.e., welfare, to take care of their
existence.
These injustices are in large measure
unknown to non-disabled people. According
to Legault, the physically handicapped feel
a blatant discrimination' against them.
Those confined to wheel chairs must encounter a vast array of transportational and
architectural barriers which prevent them
from going to places and doing things that

comprise an average existence. Legault
cited such examples as lack of access to
shopping centers, places of worship,
bathrooms, schools, telephones, etc. Even
facilities such as ramps for stairs on
buildings and streets or special holding
apparatus on buses are rare in Connecticut,
he feels.
One of the issues involved concerns a
federal law passed in 1973 which calls for alt
new and reconstructed sidewalks to be
ramped for the handicapped. The problem,
however, is that the state is not compelled to
act on the provisions of the law until 1976.
During the interim, the state refuses to
construct the ramps, according to Zlotnick.
The state, "... will not invest in people if it
cannot see instant returns on its money,"
adds Zlotnick. The point of this hearing is
not only to make the state invest in ramps or
special apparatus, but also acknowledge the
handicapped as equal citizens with the right
to live as they choose.
Both Legault and Zlotnick emphasized the
need for all people not only the handicapped
to attend the hearings. They feel that the
appearance of non-handicapped members of
the public will aid their cause because the
general public has no "life or death interest" in the major issues of handicapped
access.
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New Faces Spark Faculty
Marlies Visits Philosophy Dept.

By Richard Dubiel
Specializing in logic, epistemology, and
the philosophy of science, Dr. Michael
Marlies is a visiting professor in the
Philosophy department this year.
Marlies' formal education began in
Baltimore, Maryland where he obtained his
B.A. degree from Johns Hopkins University,
and graduated with honors in 1965. From
Baltimore, Dr. Marlies moved to Waltham,
Mass, where he obtained both his M.A. and
Ph. D. degrees at Brandeis University, in
1970 and 1973 respectively.
Marlies extensive teaching experience
began in Alberta, Canada at the University

Freund Impressed ByTrin Education

students have preconceived notions of what
By Cionna Buckley
they
want to do and be. But I feel that in
"I'm favorably impressed with the type of
education available - at Trinity. An un- one's undergraduate experience one should
dergraduate education should offer the be exposed to a wide variety of ideas before
opportunity for students to become involved concentrating on one specific area. For
with many interests. Trinity students have example, the subject of biology can be
only to take the initiative, and it's all there broken down into three large divisions,
for the asking." These are the impressions macro-, micro-, and molecular biology, and
of Dr. Thomas Freund, currently a Visiting each of those can again be further subAssistant Professor at Trinity. He replaces divided.
"It is good to at least become acquainted
Associate Professor Simmons who is on a
years leave of absence, and will teach with the ideas behind each. The biology
Biology 409, dealing with endocrinology in department here at Trinity is diverse
the Christmas term and general physiology enough.to permit this, and students should
in the Trinity term.
avail themselves of this opportunity. I would
also like to see more students become inDr. Freund comes to Trinity from the volved with research."
University of Connecticut Health Center in
Dr. Freund has recently been invited to
Farmington. At the Health Center, Dr. work as a consultant to the Mineral
Freund was involved with research on Metabolism Laboratory at the National
calcium metabolism and its relation to Institute for Research in Science and
kidney and bone ailments. He came to the Medicine located just outside of Paris,
Health Center after receiving both his B.S. France. This laboratory has done
in chemistry (1965) and Ph.D. in collaborative work with the UConn health
biochemistry (1969) from Lehigh Univer- center, and Dr. Freund would be involved in
sity. He has also done post-doctoral work at developing experimental techniques for the
Columbia University, College of Physicians lab.
.
and Surgeons, in the Department of
In whatever time is left over from
Ophthamology Research, studying the research and teaching, Dr. Freund, a
proteins involved in cataract formation. He resident of Farmington, enjoys camping
is continuing his work with calcium at with his wife and two children. He has
Photo, by Steve Roberts
Trinity.
traveled along the northeastern coast, and
of Calgary. Here he was a Teaching
Dr. Freund notes a tendency among last summer camped in the Blue Ridge
Assistant at the Summer Institute in students to limit their educational horizons. Mountains and the Smokies. Dr. Freund also
Philosophy for the summer of 1967. The
"One problem in education is that many plays tennis and makes cheese.
following year Dr. Marlies was the recipient
of the National Teaching Fellowship, and a
professor at Simmons College in Boston.
Marlies remained in Boston for the
By Sheryl Greenberg
summer of 1970 where he taught at Nor- s
theastern University under a Faculty
The college hired Larry Fader as an in- teacher, as instruction becomes responsive
Resident Grant.Expanding his teaching
horizons, Marlies journeyed to Reykjavik, structor in Religion beginning this fall. to individual students' needs and situations.
Iceland in 1973 where he held the distinction Fader, who attended Columbia and Temple He commented that good education is that
of being Special Lecturer in Philosophy at Universities, teaches Oriental religion and which helps the student to "ask the right
Jewish studies.
question".
the University of Iceland.
Fader
noted
that,
so
far,
his
students
have
Fader noted two extremes of the teaching
Marlies left the Haskoli Islands for a more
responded warmly to this approach of close of religion which frighten many students-a
temperate climate here in Connecticut.
student-teacher interaction. He remarked too scholarly, objective, and methodological
that his students come up with questions of approach to religion; and "preaching, as
religious identify and problems in a con- opposed to teaching". Fader said he feels he
temporary society.
is an instructor of neither of these forms and
Fader commented that the faculty of the is committed to religion on a personal level
With a background varying from the
performing arts to yoga and meditation, Religion Department is extremely devoted through an academic approach.
William Puka joins the Trinity faculty as the and involved, both as a whole and as in-, Fader added, "If 'this liirii ted experience
newest member of the philosophy depart- dividuals. He noted favorably their persona] is a reflection of how things work as a whole
ment. In the midst of getting his Ph.D. from assistance arid responsiveness, to students at Trinity, it is an ideal setting."
Harvard, Puka comes to Trinity after one and to himself as their colleague.
According to Fader, teaching involves
Fader is currently working on his docyear of teaching at Harvard and UMass
(Boston).
close interaction between student and torate at Temple University.
A native of Brooklyn, Puka grew up on
•Long Island where he attended Valley
Stream South High School. He was very
active in sports and drama and continued
his interest in drama while at Hofstra,
where he was president of the Drama Club.
At Hofstra, Puka attended the experimental school, New College, where he
earned his B.A. in psychology in three
years. From there, he got his M.A, in
psychology at Rutgers and philosophy at
Brown.
Because of his interest in philosophy,
Puka said he became involved in the area of
meditation about four or five years ago. He
lived in a Zen house and a Yoga ashram for
one year apiece, where extensive
meditation sessions were held everv dav.
Puka said this gave him . a thorough
knowledge of meditation, enabling, him to
teach it on the college level. Presently, he is

Fader Teaches Oriental Religion

Puka Teaches Yoga, Philosophy
By Ira Goldman
^ course in yoga and meditation in
connection with his Indian Philosophy
program, and plans to teach Tai-Chi in
conjunction with his Chinese Philosophy
course next semester.
. Puka has a solo album out on the
Columbia label in which he both sings and
plays the piano. Under contract with
Warner Brothers, Mr. Puka quit last spring
to devote his time to teaching. He has also
done many live performances, which he
found less interesting than writing.
Puka's other activities include writing
and performing puppet shows in New York
and pyschotherapy counseling at Niahtic
Prison.
Puka's other activities include writing
and performing puppet shows in New York
and psychotherapy counseling at Niantic
Prison.
Puka said of Trinity, "I love it unbelievably. The students here are really
smart and very enthusiastic, more than I
ever thought. I's just a pleasure to teach."
This year, Mr. Puka will teach Indian
Philosophy, Philosophy of Religion,
Lifestyles (Fr. Sem.), The Self, Chinese
Philosophy and Philosophy of State.

Sacks Replaces Cohen

Hazelton Coaches Football And Track
is a college in which the individual athlete
By Shawne Deery
Richard Hazelton, formerly a football and can remain most important on a low-key,
track coach at Amherst, is now coaching loosely structured level. Because of this, he
these sports as well as teaching bowling, said, the Trinity athlete has become one
squash and golf at Trinity this year as with a competitive spirit of enjoyment inassistant professor of Physical Education. fused with an initiative that makes any
Hazelton said he left Amherst because of the teaching profession a pleasure.
In terms of future goals at Trinity,
tuu-hme, full-paying job offered at Trinity.
Hazelton expressed a desire to get involved
A graduate of Marietta College in Ohio, teaching more of what he calls "carry-over"
r™" e n e played four years of varsity sports. These are sports which people can
ootball and ran one year of track, Hazelton play in "later life." He added that he might
}L C U r r e i % a graduate student at UMass. also want to get into some administrative
as seven vears
hnti?
°* experience as work in the future.
ooui an athletic coach and a history and
Hazelton mentioned some initial difficulty
i-conomics te{»cher in an Ohio high school. coming from a rural background and adHazelton said he was drawn to Trinity by justing to Hartford's urban environment. He
• au-!ve r o l e i n small-college sports and by said he was not used to the commuting he
m T v ^ P n y of education, which he says is does from Windsor, where he lives, to
most similar to his own. He believes Trinity Hartford everyday.

McNally Will teach Economics
By Diane Schwartz
y> 1975, Mary McNally will begin
t JV.
K " g cl1 T r i n i t v a s a n Economic Inrec
Waiw-\
eived her BA from George
Washington University and her MA from the
anuar

University of Connecticut, which will soon
award her a doctorate. McNally has worked
as a lecturer for the U.S. Department of
Commerce. ,Her
specialties
are
mathematical economics and advanced
economic theory.

Photo by Dan Keiman

Abounding with foreign experience and
full of new ideas, Dr. Michael Sacks
replaces Daniel Cohen in the Sociology
department. Sacks comes to Trinity after
one year of teaching at Towson State College
in Baltimore. He recently received a Ph. D.
from the University of Michigan.
A native of Brooklyn, Sacks attended
nearby Queens College where he was a
member of Phi Betta Kappa and won a
Chancellor of New York scholarship to study
abroad.
Using this scholarship, Sacks journeyed to
the University
of Leeds where he spent his
entire junior1 year. At this time, Sacks began
the study of Russian language and was able
to visit the Soviet Union. In order to continue
his interest in Russian society, he attended
Leningrad State University in the summer
following his senior year

Sacks also won a National Defense
Foreign Language Fellowship which he
used to pursue graduate studies at the
University of Michigan. Following
graduation with an M.A. in 1971 he did
research at the Harvard-Russian Research
Center for his Ph. D. dissertation on Soviet
Women as a visiting scholar.
Sacks and his wife of three years, Debby,
have been very positively impressed with
Trinity and its students so far. "There's a
whole different type of students here, who
work much harder and participate in class
more then students at state schools, " said
Sacks. He is eagerly looking forward to
working with Trinity students this year.
Sacks will be teaching Introduction to
Sociology, Family, Social Problems, and
Demography.
(Continued on pg. 10)
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''Beholding the bright countenance
of truth in the quiet and still air
of delightful studies." - - Milton
Photographs by: Margie Johnson Howard Lombard
Nina Melendandri Al Moore Steve Roberts
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Editorial Comments
Super-Student
(This discussion on admissions is continued from last week.)

What kind of student does Trinity need to solve the dilemma in the
admissions office? The answer is simple- we need what Nietzsche called
the Uber-Mensch, and what we shall call the Super-Student.
What is a Super-Student? He is the male student who can excel in the
classroom and kick ass on the football field.
Why does Trinity need the Super-Student? 1) The number of female
candidates for admission is steadily growing 2) The college no longer has
a quota setting a minimum number for male students 3) A number of
Trinity's competiors in interscholastic male athletics have a larger male
student body from which to choose athletic teams, giving them an advantage.
,
The first two of these factors are generally unalterable. The number of
female applicants is growing and the college cannot fairlv control the
number of men on campus without the quota. This leaves only the last
two factors. Let us consider these.
Can Trinity boost the size of its student body so it can accept more
males, thereby increasing the potential athlete pool?
This is at best impractical. First, Trinity's physical plant is already
stretched to the limit. The dorms are filled to capacity, even with over 200
students living off-campus. The already crowed conditions in Mather Hall

and the library indicate that any dormitory expansion without considerable enlarging those facilities would be ridiculous. The problem with
constructing more buildings is that it is too expensive. The cost of
enlarging the library alone is $2.5 million. Second the size of the faculty
would have to be increased, again costing money that is not available and
difficult to raise. Furthermore, increasing the size of the school much
beyond 2,000 might ruin the "small college" atmosphere that the trustees
and many students value so much. It seems then, that enlarging the
school is not the way to prevent a search for the Super-Student.
Why can't Trinity drop the colleges that have substantially large male
student bodies from its athletic schedule. This seems like a fairly
reasonable solution until one meets an alumni of the class of '38 The
alumni would be very unhappy if Trinity dropped such arch-rivals as
Amherst, Williams, and Wesleyan. The college has been competing with
these schools in football for almost one hundred years. This, of course, is
an important consideration because the alumni give essential money to
the college. Another factor is that scheduling changes are almost impossible because the athletic schedujseiare made out almost ten years in
advance. Trinity is already committed to playing some football contests
in the year 1986.
It seems that the Super-Student, really is the only answer to Trinity's
problem. With the Super-Student Trinity can have undefeated seasons in
all male sports/and place every one in medical and law schools as well.
The only problem is where exactly does one find these Super-Students?

Humor

"It Takes All Kinds . . . "

Compiled by:
William Matthews
About this time of the school year, fresh. en men and women, randomly chosen
from the entire 450 first-year students, were
asked to write a short paper or essay on
their first month here at Trinity. Of more
than 197 papers submitted, nine were typed,
143 were hand-written, 22 hand-written in
crayon, 12 were drooled on, eight were done
in very poor Spanish and one was written in
excellent Polish, Here are just a lew of the
more intelligible ones,
"Well, 1 Xind that (blurred) here (unintelligible) Political Science major with the
intent of entering (smudged) politics.
Student government has proven to a (expletive deleted) shame. Where the (deleted)
are the politically minded students?! What
(he (inoperative) are we?! (Deleted)'s?!!!"
"Well, da football season atmosts here an'
I really wanna get out dere and *******
knock some heads off, har, bar. Maybe in da
.spring I'll go out for da krew team. Of
course, my skooling comes first. Dats how I
gots int."
"LSO far, Trinity has turned out to be a real
groovy place, and all the guys are really
groovy and far out kids. They really can

pick some really SUPER roomies here. That
why I left Holyoke. It was really a downer, f
mean really poor. But Trinity is SUPER fun
and I just really groove on the men here.
They're so groovy. Listen you guys, you can
crash at my pad, Wheaton 309, any time!"
"Trinity has become, in essence, the
realization of my highest dreams. Ever
since I saw the campus back in 1971,1 knew
Trinity was for me. It really seemed to
impress the kids at the Yatch Club, too,
which surprised me because I picked Trinity
for it's academic reputation. Not many kids
from Groton got into Trinity though. I think 1
was the only one. Boy, did the Bensons flip
when they heard that I got into Trinity and
their kid didn't. Ha they must have spilled
their Gin and Tonics all over the teak decks
on their C & C 41."
"I think is was real great of Uncle Ted to
show me around the place. I liked it right off
the bat, too. The admissions guy, gee, I can't
remember his name, wait! no, thought I had
it. Where was I? Oh, yeh, and Uncle Ted said
I'd get into the new dorm, what's the name,
.Wheatina, wha, what was if. Gosh, I can't
remember. Well, anyway, where was I? oh,

yeh, darn, the pen's out of ink. Golly, maybe
uncle Ted has one. Uncle Ted! Uncle TED,
hey Uncle Ted!!"
"Man, like wow. Wow, man, I mean, you
know man, wow. Triri's just a real far out
kind of place, man, you know, man, oh
woow, man, look at that, man, a blue dog,
oh, woow, man, Mather, maaqaan, wow,
like, far out. Weird dudes there, man wow,
kind of messed, man. Oh wow, like, man,
wwooww, I'm so mellow man, oh, wow, and
Deke man, weird place man, oh wow, but far
out, man, you know, man, oh
wow,..
m a n . . . o h, wow,
man

wow,

man
wow
oh, wow,"
"I really haven't had time to think of
getting into the social atmosphere on
campus. I guess I'm pretty busy with
Mather Board of Governers and of course
there's the Goya program, Hillel, the TWO
meetings, Newman organization, TCB, and
the Tennis team. Damn, I've never missed
so many classes. I think I better take next
Sunday off and do some booking. WRTC and

LSAT study group takes up time too. This is
a really tough question. Maybe the Tripod
won't assign an article to me this week and
there's no way I can take tickets at
Cinestudio this weekend becaus the Ella
Grasso-for-Governer Committee is meeting.
Damn, I don't know where my time has
gone* I should really start hitting thebooks,
bam, late for choir...have to skip dinner
tonight again."
"There's something about these kids I
can't figure out. I study like crazy, all the
time and weekends too. Look at the
statistics: only 6% acceptance to medical
schools and the cut off point was 650! Christ,
that's 050 even before they look at you're
application. 650! That's incredible. I'll have
to get at least 3.8 to be competitive. Let's see
that's 36 courses, 32 will have to be straight
A's. Jeezus, STRAIGHT A's. I'll never do it.
God, my stomach. Where's the Rolaids?
Anyway I don't see anyone in the library
past 1O:(X) p.m. Saturday night. What gives?
Ha, let them drink and have fun. We'll see,
we'll see. Hey, Ron, what the hell is a
Fissure of Rolando?"

Feiffer
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Letters To The Editor

"Fired"

"Thanks"

To the editor:
It should come to the attention of the
college community that Edward Reed, an
employee in good standing, was fired from
the bookstore for no apparent reason. A full
investigation should be undertaken by the
administration so that the principle of the
right of an on-campus employer to arbitrarily fire an employee- student does not
become established.

To the editor:
I would like to thank those members of the
college community who sponsored the
square dance last Friday night. This
alternative to the usual Mather Hall
"boogie" was well received by those who
square danced for the first time along with
those who were accomplished dancers. I can
only hope that the people who sponsor free
music on this campus, will hold more such
UdHLco.

Sincerely,
TomBray,75

R

V ThereIS a
* difference!!!
PREPARE FOR: Over 35 years

MCAT
DAT
LSAT
6RE
ATGSB
OCAT
CPAT
FLEX
ECFMG
NAT'LMEDBDS
of experience
and success

Voluminous home
study materials
Courses that are
constantly updated
Small classes

Brooklyn center
open days,
evenings &
weekends

Complete tape
facilities for
reviews of class
lessons and for us<
of supplementary
materials

Make-ups for
missed lessons
at our Brooklyn
center

THOUSANDS HAVE
RAISED THEIR SCORES

Branches In Metropolitan Area
& Major Cities in U.S.A.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

M//.[212] 336-5300

(516] 538-4555 • [201 ] 572-6770
vw/re:1675 East 16!h Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229

A UNIVERSAL RE-RELEASE

Sincerely yours,
PhilBieluch

Bronson Slays Muggers
Galore in "Death Wish"
manages to telephone for help. Kersey and Inspector Ochoa (Vincient Gardenia)
his son-in-law rush to the hospital to find the narrows down the suspects but is instructed
by the district attorney and police comdaughter alive and Mrs. Kersey dead.
After a snowy winter funeral, Mr. Kersey missioner only to "scare off" the Vigilante.
accepts a project in Tucson where his gun Under heavy police surveillance, Kersey
enthusiast employer entertains him at the slips out of his appartment, kills five more
local target range. Kersey, a conscientious and is shot in the leg by one of the muggers.
objector during the Korean War, isOnce in police custody, Inspector Ochoa
makes a deal with Kersey not to expose him
nonetheless an expert shot.
With the Tucson project completed, if, in return, he leaves town, which he does,
Kersey returns to New York only to find his ending up in Chicago.
Certain facets of this movie dissappointed
daughter committed to a sanitarium by the
son-in-law. While unpacking Kersey finds me. First, I hate Hope Lange, passionately.
the gift which his Tucson employer slipped During the rape/ mugging scene, I could
intohis suitcase which happens to be a .32 have sworn I saw Charles Nelson Reilley
and an aging Dick Van Dyke help kick
caliber revolver.
Kersey loads up and takes a stroll through Lange into hemmoraging internally.
his local park where he is assaulted by a Second, Bronson cannot a.ct. The music
crazed mugger who promptly gets shot during the credits was more emotional than
dead. Next, Kersey guns down three hoods Kersey's face upon news of his wife's death.
mugging an elderly gentleman. The police, Also, I thought that Kersey's pistol was very
by this time, are conducting a fullscale cheap looking despite the Mother-of-Pearl
investigation trying to find "The Vigilante". handle. He should have used Harry
Callahan's .357 magnum with hollow-point
dum-dums instead of wasting good bullets
on street hoodlums (He pumped up to three
shots into one thug.)
Then again, there were a few points which
tickled my fancy. One was when Bronson
took his shirt off after being stabbed,
(superficially girls,) during one of his
' sheXHing sprees-. Nbiice. p^aj$cirfarly;'«-:<fle>
biceps and sterjtiumWidybu'seetne.mustfleis
on that dude?). Another of my favorjte
scenes was when Hope Lange gets beaten
up. I don't like Hope Lange.
The general criticsm which surrounds
"Death Wish" focuses on its presumed
advocacy of vigilantfsm. Newsweek's
Maureen Orth feels this support is socially
dangerous: "tired of those junkies and
rapists threatening you"? Well, why don't
you pick off a few? You won't be a murderer, you'll be helping to preserve law and
order, and best of all, you won't get
punished. Such inflamatory cynicism seems
to be the sort of thing today's audience
wants- they're cheering ' "Death Wish"
everywhere."
Frankly, "Death Wish" was very entertaining, which I think is what Director
Michael Winner wanted to do, make an
entertaining movie. Hollywood is now in the
process of producing sensational, multimillion "block-busters" and "Death Wish"
has a lot of the Blockbuster appeal to it.
Trying to find meaningful social comment in
"Death Wish" is like trying to find religious
meaning in all-time greatest horror flick
"The Exorcist", or like trying to find
cultural meaning in "Fists of Fury". Forget
it. No way. Just sit back and listen to the
crowd draw in deep sighs of admiration
Photo by John Ruskin
when Bronson takes his shirt off. All this for
Deborah Morris reads original short story at Trinity Review Society Reading. Other
$3.50 a throw, Showcase Cinemas, East
readers included poets Katherine Woodworth, Elizabeth Egloff, George Roberts, and
Hartford,
Clay Debevoise.

Pow! Two black muggers get nailed in a
subway station. Blam, blam! Three street
hoodlums bite the dust in a dark alley.
Kerpow! Junkie gets his in the abdomen,
point blank. Two more wasted in an empty
subway car. Bang! Bang! Two more in
Central Park. Score, Bronson: 10, muggers,
hoods, rapists, nothing.AS a successful architect and land
developer, Paul Kersey (Charles Bronson).
enjoys a Hawaiian vacation with his wife
(Hope Lange), regretting their return to a
most dismal life in New York City. Once at
home, Kersey returns to work as his wife
and daughter go shopping at the local
market. Unbeknownst to them, they are
followed by three questionable hippie-type
characters. These freaks break into the
Kersey's apartment with intent to rob.
Finding no money. The assailants beat the
two women, raping the daughter, and forcing her to commit certain acts of sodomy.
With Mrs. Kersey unconcious, the daughter
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MHBOG Plans Night Club"Entertainment
Dear Everyone:
CALENDEROF
UPCOMING EVENTS
FROM MHBOG
Saturday, September 28, 8-12 midnight:
Dance in the Washington Room featuring "The Dead End Kids"
Tuesday, October 8:
Lecture - Ferris Athletic Center. Tom Jarriel - ABC White House correspondent
Friday, October 18, 8-12 midnight:
Dance in the Washington Room featuring "Outerspace Blues Band"
Wednesday, October 30:
Folksinger Kirk Edwards in Hamlin Hall
Thursday, October 31:
Halloween Party in Washington Room featuring "Mitch Chakour and his Mission Board'
November 12:
"Club Trinity" Concert featuring "The Ramsay Lewis Trio"

M usic

Steppenwolf Steps Out
By Reynolds Onderdonk
Steppenwolf, as almost everyone surely
knows, is back together and has a new
album out, As the title implies, Slow FJux
indicates the direction in which the group is
going, a merging and blending of individual
talent to create a new Steppenwolf.
The three original members of the band,
John Kay on lead vocals and guitar, Goldy
McJohn on keyboards, and Jerry Edmonton
on percussion form the nucleus of Steppenwolf reborn. Bass guitarist George
Biondo has been with the group since
Steppenwolf 7, and has also participated in
Kay's inconsequential solo of efforts
Forgotten Songs and Unsung Heroes and My
Sporting Life. Replacing Kent Henry (who
was featured on For Ladies Only and Kay's
first solo album) is Bobby Cochran, Steppenwolf's fourth lead guitarist. Previous
leads were Michael Monarch, Larry Byrom,
and Kent Henry).
A first reactiop to the album is one of utter
delight that Steppenwolf is finally off the
Dunhvll label. Remember all those James
Gang, Steppenwolf, and B.B.King records
on Dunhill/ABC that were absolutely unplayable because of the industry's worst
record printings? Columbia has taken
charge ofSteppenwoJf now and has put them
on the colorful Mums label, where no factory-issued scratches and skips plague the
unwary listener.
The aJbum is also well packaged, complete with lyrics on the inner sleeve. It also
appears that the group members have
physically changed with the times, for each
and every one of them (including a oncefreaky Jerry Edmonton) has succumbed to
the hair-styling craze, peering out from
under their reworked locks with smiling,
well-scrubbed faces and nice new shirts.
After an absence of two years, it is both
reassuring and disappointing that one can
recognize the group's personal marks on the
selections they present. It is recognizably
Steppenwolf, one may quibble, but after
such a long sojourn on the rock scene,
shouldn't they branch out into new directions? Ah, but they have. Although Mc-

Well, as the school year gets into full
swing, so must the social life. This (if you
don't know already) is the job of the Mather
Hall Board of Governors. This year's Board
is made up of the biggest group of crazies on
campus and they have one aim - to make
Trinity the weekend country club it once
was. For openers there are a number of
good solid dance bands playing about once
every three weeks. These are complimented
by a lecture or two, some folk acts in
Hamlin Hall, some free Cave nights every
third Monday, and a concert here or there
among a myriad of other brilliant social
activities which at this time are still in the
planning stages.
The Board of Governors this year is trying
to broaden its scope of social activities in an
attempt to give each and every student a
chance to attend events which appeal to his
or her interests accordingly.
As far as the big question of concerts goes,
this year's Board is going to try something
new. Due to our limited budget for all the

John's keyboard work is "recognizably
Steppenwolf", it nevertheless is employed
with equal taste in the hard-rocking "Gang
War Blues" and in the reflective, dreamy
"Morning Blue", which represents a
departure from the usual Steppenwolf
format.
It becomes obvious that the group wishes
to retain vestiges of its old self rather than to
assume a brand-new posture. For instance,
Bobby
Coehran's
lead
guitar
prestidigitations are reminiscent of Larry
Byrom and Kent Henry in the days of yore.
Biondo's bass patterns are still employed
with little fanfare, allowing John Kay's
ultra-gravelly voice to force itself through
each selection in either bullfrog roar or in
water-downed pianissimo, depending on
what the song calls for. I am most pleased
with drummer Jerry Edmonton, who appears to have improved greatly from a basic
two-time line to more complicated skinbeating techniques.
The material in this record is remarkably
varied. For the first time, horn sections are
applied, and a lot of the songs are actually
gentle. One at first might nod with knowing
complacence at the violent, hard as nails
"Gang War Blues", then gasp with astonishment at the sensitive "Smokey Factory
Blues" or even George Biondo's "Morning
Blue". (Lot of "blues" in this album).
Each member of the group has contributed at least one song. John Kay wrote
or collaborated on a lot of them. He was
involved in "Gang War Blues" and the
characteristically political "Children of
Night" and "Justice Don't be Slow", a
particularly vitriolic anti-Nixon song (but
now a bit dated). Bobby Cochran penned a
driving "Get into the Wind", Biondo the
lilting "Morning Blue", and Goldy McJohn
"AFool's Paradise", a Ringo-esque piece of
revery. Jerry Edmonton wrote "Straight
Shotin' Woman", a beautifully put together
hunk ot energy, complete with horn section.
Steppenwolf is showing itself to be a more
versatile group than they once appeared to
be. The fact that each member is writing for
the band indicates a wealth of material for
the future. Steppenwolf, although reborn, is
still Steppenwolf, but with a progressive
touch.

College Students Poetry Anthology
The National Poetry Press
L
announces its
Spring Competition
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by College Students is
November 5th
Any student attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit his verse.
There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are preferred by the Board of
Judges, because of space limitations. Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a
separate sheet, and must bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the
COLLEGE ADDRESS as well.
Manuscripts should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS
NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
3210 Selby Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif. 90034

events we are trying to put on, concerts will
be on a small scale in the Washington Room
This, however, will not be your regular
concert. Instead we are having our own
night club on campus. This means, of
course, that there will be fewer seats than
usual, but the show we are sure, will be
much more enjoyable. All patrons will be
seated at tables where they will have excellent seats. Beer, as well as hard drinks
will be available to keep the crowd in good
spirits.
All in all it looks like a great year (now
here's the pitch) but not without your help.
Yes, you Trinity students, we need more
than just your attendance, we need people to
help us in all facets of production. Those of
you who are interested in meeting exciting
and unusual people, in giving your time for
your fellow man, please come to the MHBOG meetings every Monday and 1 nursday
nights from 7-B o'clock in the Student
Government Office. We would like to hear
your ideas on whatever interests you. This
year's Board of Governors is rarin to go we hope you are too.

Redford

.'Jeremiah
Johnson"
A SYDNEY POUACK FILM

The man who
became a legend.
The film destined
to be a classic!

ROBERT REDFORD
in A Sydney Pollack Film
•JEREMIAH JOHNSON"
A Joe Wran-Sanlord Production
Co-Slarring WILL GEER
ALLYN ANN McLERIE • STEFAN GIERASCH • CHARLES TYNER • And
Introducing DELLE BOLTON • Music by John Rubinstein and Tim Mclniire
Screenplay by John Milius and Edward Arihait • Produced by Joe Wizan
Directed by Sydney Pollack • Panavision* • Technicolor"
CelBbrnlino Wamar Bros. 50m Anniversary j 5 l A Wamar Communications Company

SUCCAH BUILDING

Help build the succah! Hillel
invites everyone to join in the
building of a "booth" in which
we'll celebrate Su'kkot, the festival of the harvest. Sunday,
Sept. 29 at 2:00 on the Quad.

STARTS .WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 2STH
1 WEEK ONLY
BLOOMF1ELD
CANTON

Mall
J;Lewis

E. WINDSOR
MANCHESTER
NEWtNGTON

E. Windsor
U.A.
Pike
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"Hot I Baltimore"
Opens HSC Season
By Ron Blitz

are treated to what amounts to little more
The Hotel Baltimore is scheduled for than an in-depth character study of a dozen
demolition. A pathetic little structure whose diverse personalities.
back faces the Baltimore and Ohio line, the
To Wilson's credit, this in itself is no small
hotel in its heyday was a posh and respec- achievement. He succeeds remarkably well
table "middle-level" hotel. It played host to in creating fully-rounded characters, each
the likes of Calvin Coolidge in the times with a distinctive speech pattern and a sense
when hot water flowed luxuriously through of past and purpose to them. The writing is
its network of waterpipe-veins. Now one of beautifully lucid, rich in original imagery,
the neon letters has exploded and quietly ("This city's closed up tighter than a
fizzled out the word "hotel"; its life- nun."). The humor is never forced, coming
sustaining veins can pump only a frigid out easily and naturally when it is
plasma, and its once-genteel clientele has warranted. Wilson is in such firm control of
been replaced by a host of frowsy charac- the situation that he can even go so far as to
ters, as incomplete and unfulfilled as the allow three separate arguments to progress
structure which reluctantly walls them in. simultaneously without letting it get out of
Using the respectable-hotel-turned- hand. Yet, all of these riches are sacrificed
flophouse as a metaphor for contemporary for an upbeat ending that only serves to
life, Lanford Wilson has written a probing sugar-coat everything that has gone before
play which the Hartford Stage Company has it. The themes that danced poetically before
wisely selected to open their twelfth season. our eyes are left dangling and incomplete,
"The Hot 1 Baltimore" is receiving its as frustrated and unfulfilled as the dreams
Hartford premiere by this gifted and con- of the characters whom the playv right has
sistently adventurous repertory company. so carefully sculpted.
After witnessing three seasons of shows at
"The Hot 1 Baltimore" deals with several
the reconverted warehouse on Kinsley issues. On one level, it is quietly mourning
Street, one thing seems apparent to me. The the decline and rotting decay of American
quality of the Stage Company's presen- cities and the subsequent loss of elegance,
tations is always top-notch. The actors are as exemplified by the destruction of the
selected with care, the sets are designed by formerly respectable hotel. On another, it
true professionals, and the directing always shows Americans as people who are tied in
seems to get right down to the marrow of the knots, unable to act on their beliefs and
script. The only factor that causes the finding that their dreams of verdant country
calibre of the productions to vary is the pastures all too often turn out to be nothing
merit of the play itself. And most for- more than arid desert, incapable of nurtunately, in "The Hot 1 Baltimore", the turing an existence. The picture is bleak and
company has latched on to a particularly cynical, filled with a very modern sense of
good one.
wordless desperation.
The only problem is, "The Hot 1
Lanford Wilson has peopled his netherBaltimore" should have been a great play, world with an array of extraordinary
not just a good one. Lurking somewhere characters. Adding to his roughly-sketched
beneath the surface are themes that if fully portraits, the actors at the Stage Company
explored could have pushed Wilson's drama have created beautifully realized perinto the realm of the profound. Instead, we sonalities. Ray Aranha, the author of last
Photo by David Rabbins

Richard Loder as Jamie and Vera Lockwood as April celebrate an exuberant
dance to life in a flop-house scheduled to be demolished. "The Hot 1 Baltimore"
runs through October 27th at the Hartford Stage Company. Students may
purchase tickets for $2.50 ten minutes before curtain time on any evening,
subject to availability.

comedy. -

Animportarftfilm
SomefttT)es pornographic
hutataays brilliant

ROCKER RECUNER CHAIRS-TEL. S49-0030

VALLE'S

! l 9 7 4 ' s MOST HILARIOUS,
WILDEST MOVIE I S HERE!

Outrageously
funny

movie!"
-Saturday
Review

GOODBYE MINNEAPOLIS, HELLO.HARjTORDl
"Harold and Maude" finally ended its run in
gjfjj
Minneapolis, after 798 precedent-shattering days (or 26M>
months, or 2 years and Vk months, however you count).
Some picketing neighbors, tired of looking at the same old _
marquee, breathed a sigh of relief. But thousands of H and M
devotees, who had been seeing the movie over and over, were
left wondering what they would do with their Saturday nights.
"Harold and Maude" are ours now. We don't anticipate
any picketing - there are a number of other marquees in the
neighborhood, after all. But if the record-making crowds are any
indication, we do anticipate a long, long run. Maybe even longer
than the one set by Minneapolis.
, . 30
Can we match them? Can we beat them?
Let s go,

HAROLD ond MAUDE
RUTH GORDON • BUD CORT

[PG

TO
MMMifflilli NEXT

season's acclaimed world premiere of "My
Marjorie Kellogg's setting for the fiottf
Sister, My Sister", shows that he is doubly Baltimore's lobby is evocative in suggesting;
talented in his depiction of a wonderfully a certain type of hotel that everyone has
harassed hotel desk clerk. Seret Scott, also passed through once in their lives. Yet
the star of Aranha's play of black family nothing in the atmosphere implies for me
life, here plays the girl with no name who that this might be the type of hotel that
has been in every state at least three times Calvin Coolidge would have visited. Nor
and knows every train schedule by heart. does the feeling of present decay come
She is all frenzied excitement as she ex- through as strongly as perhaps it should.
presses an empty longing for the type of Nevertheless, the hanging switchboard
train service that belongs to a world of the wires and the shaggy green rugs replete
past. A small criticism for Miss Scott-she with stamped-out cigarette butts create a
plays a girl of 19 at times as if shj were 15. nicely atmospheric effect.
Millie is emotionally crippled. She is the Final credits must go to Paul Weidner, the
youngest of a family of fourteen and is now director whose instincts always seem right
creaking arthritically into her dotage. But on target. He demanded and received an
everyone at the hotel can count on Millie'fs underplayed quality from his actors and
friendship and occasionally, on her per- was excellent in orchestrating the highs and
ception into things other-worldly. She is lows of emotion witnessed in a day in the life
very sympathetically played by Victoria of a second-rate hotel lobby.
Zussin.
"The Hot 1 Baltimore", written in 1972,
Jackie, (Tana Hicken), and Jamie, demonstrates in Lanford Wilson a maturing
(Richard Loder), are brother and sister. She and deepening playwriting sensibility. One
is an aggressively castrating mother image of his former efforts was "The Rimers of
to her little brother who takes orders sim- Eldritch" which David Eliet staged last
peringly at her command. They are going to year for the Trinity Theatre Arts program.
Utah where Jackie expects to live in luxury Wilson has progressed since then and, is not
on the acreage she bought after hearing an entitled to the acclaim which "The Hot 1
advertisement on the radio. She is even Baltimore" has brought to him. Yet, it
willing to steal from the very old and ex- seems as if there is a truly first-rate play in
tremely bitchy Mr. Morse, (David 0. the man just waiting to burst forth which is
Petersen), another resident of the hotel, in still bubbling around inside. For the time
order to realize her dream with a hefty being, though, it is sufficient to content
down-payment. When accused of her theft, ourselves with this bleak presentation of
she counters with a justification that is hard American life that seems to say, "My
to tear apart: "I got dreams, goddamit, money's on the vultures."
what's he got?"
Other transient characters whose
existence is frozen in relief for several
moments in the hotel's lobby are a pathetic
Mrs. Bellotti, (Ruth Maynard), who has
come to pick up her son's possessions after
the management hands him an eviction
notice, and Paul Granger III, (Jack Swanson), engaged in a hopeless search for a
grandfather he will never find. Both are
played with strong conviction and
believability.
But foremost in this eclectic cast of
characters is April Green, (superbly played
by Vera L'ockwood), as the archetypal earth
mother/whore with a heart of gold. Her wit
is acerbic, her facial expressions fairly
contagious, and her body enough to
discourage all but the staunches!; of
diehards from a return visit.

The TRIPOD is published weekly on Tuesdays
during the academic year except vacations by the
students ol Trinity College. The newspaper Is wrlttm
and edited entirely by a student staff, and no form of
censorship at all Is exerted on the contents or style of
any issue. The TRIPOD is printed by The Stafford
Press, Route 170, Stafford Springs, Connecticut 04076,
by photo-offset. Student subscriptions are Included in
the student activities fee; others are 510.00 per year.
Second class postage Is paid at Hartford, Connecticut,
under the Art df March 3,1879. Advertising rates are
M.BO per column inch; SliS per page, $58 per half-page.
Deadline for advertisements, as ^jell as all announcements, letters, and articles. Is 10 a.m. the
Sunday procedina publication. Copy considered ob.
jectionable by tf.e odltorjal hoard will not be accepted.
Announcements and news releases from the College
and surrounding eomniunity art printed at tha
discretion of the editor.
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New Teachers..,

PeciSe Teaches Literature
With Ethnic Orientation
The English Department has Hired students make better and "more moral"
visiting Associate Professor Jordan C. decisions in life.
Pecile said, "I would like to think of
Pecile as a substitute for Stephen Minot,
who is on sabbatical leave this year. Pecile, myself as both a writer and a teacher." He
who comes to Trinity from Mt. Holyoke, is has published several short stories, and is
teaching courses in writing and ethnic currently writing a novel. Up to the present.
Pecile noted he has concentrated more on
literature this fall.
Pecile's initial impressions of Trinity are teaching, but expressed a desire to shift the
all positive. "I love it," "I enjoy immensely emphasis to the other field. He considers
teaching". He praised the responsive at- himself essentially an ethnic writer, and
titude of the students, and enjoys the •mentioned that the characters of his short
"vibrancy" found in Trinity's coed classes stories are Italian-Americans.
as opposed to Mr. Holyoke's all female
He has had short stories published in
classes.
writing journals, is represented in a
Pecile stated his desire to teach students recently published anthology, Ethnic
to communicate and express themselves as American Short Stories, and is currently
warmly and clearly as possible. He says he working on a novel about a Pennsylvania
teaches literature "with an ethical orien- mining community, entitled Out of the
tation" in the hope that this will he'lp Depths.

Champ Researches Afro-American History
By Jeanine Figur
Thomas A. Champ, a former instructor of
Afro-American studies at the University of
Rochester presently a doctorial candidate in
American History, is a new instructor of
History and Intercultural Studies.
Born in Philadelphia, Champ, 25, was
raised in Glassboro, N.J., and was
graduated from Glassboro High School.
Champ graduated from Rutgers in 1970 with
an A.B. degree in American History. From
there, he enrolled as a graduate student at
the University of Rochester, and in 1972, he
received his M.A. in American History.
At present, under the supervision of his
advisor, Eugene Genevese of the University
of Rochester, Champ is compiling the
necessary research material to complete his
Ph. D. dissertation on the Image of Africa in

the Minds of Whites and Blacks, and the
Antebellum South.
"My purpose is to depict the image of
Afro-Americans as slaves in continental
America. It's an extremely fascinating
topic," said Champ,
Keeping with his desire to teach, Champ
served as a teaching assistant in Colonial
History while a graduate student at the
University of Rochester. Due to many
leaves of absence in 1972, Rochester employed Champ on a full time basis to instruct
an Afro-American Survey course. At that
time he was also travelling 30 miles, one
night a week, to the State University of New
York at Genesco. There he taught another
Afro-American course. Also during this time
Champ was awarded a two year Ford
Foundation, Fellowship^ but he accept^

Announcements
Poets

Students Interested In entering the poetry
contest sponsored by the Connecticut Circuit
Poeiry Association can submit up to 5 pages of
their poetry to Prof. Dori Katz. The deadline
for submission Is Monday, October 7, 1974.
Pleasse meU your poetry to P.O. Box 1324,

Yacht Races
Trinity Yacht CJub Fall Schedule
Sept. 1<f—Trfntty at Coast Guard
Sept. 15—Trinity at Yale
Sept. 21—Trinity at Harvard
Sept. 28—Trinity at MIT
Oct. 5—Trinity at Harvard
Oct. 26—Trinity at Tufts
Oct. 12—Trinity Freshmen at Harvard
All races begin at 9;0O AM
Anyone interested In learning more about the
Yacht Club and racing at Trinity should call
246-1909 or Box #1799,

ALESEC
AIESEC—Trinity,
the
International
Organization of Students in Economics and
Business, is having a meeting on solicitation
procedures Thursday, September 26, at 8:15
P.M. In the Senate. Room of Mather Hall. All
AIESEC members must attend.

Photography
The photography club meets tonight by the
bowling alley at 7:00 p.m. At the meeting we
will be discussing the budget of the club,
photographic purchases people may want to
make, possible events for the club, and the
election of new officers. Everyone is
welcomed. If you can't make it, write to Henry
Riely, Box 1268.
'

Hillel
No Israeli dancing this Wednesday night 'cuz
of Yom Kippur. It will resume after all the
holidays.
All area synagogues are offering free tickets
for High Holiday services, See flyers around
campus for details. If you can offer a ride,
please let us know (ext. 464).
If you're staying here for Yom Kippur to
observe the holiday, come to a small "Breakthe-fast" party on Thursday night. Watch for
posters with details or call ext. 464.
Services this Friday will be at 6:45 In the
Hillel House (traditional) and in Goodwin
Lounge {contemporary). Dinner at the Hillel
House (for everyone) at 7:30. Please call ahead
if possible (ext. 464).

Watson Fellowship
Seniors wishing to be considered for a
Wafson Travelling Fellowship nust complete
part of the application by Friday, 27 September
W4, and another part by Wednesday, 2 October 1974. More information is available In the
Office of Educational Services.

Conn PIRG
ConnPIRG, the student-supported, nonprofit, social action organization at Trinity will
hold an open meeting on TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 at 7;30 p.m. In ALUMNI
LOUNGE. Protects to be activated at this
meeting will Include:
SETTING UP A CONSUMER COMPLAINT
CENTER
ORGANIZING A SMALL CLAIMS COURT
ADVISORY BOARD
WORKING ON A DOCTOR DIRECTORY FOR
THE HARTFORD AREA
RESEARCHING BAIT AND SWITCH ADVERTISING
INVESTIGATING
NUCLEAR
POWER
PLANTS AND NUCLEAR WASTE
STUDYING POSSIBLE SEX
DISCRIMINATION IN AREA EMPLOYMENT
AGENCIES
'
as well as any proiects that students feet should
be looked into regarding unfair, inadequate or
dangerous policies, practices or facilities.
All students are welcome and encouraged to
come and learn more about ConnPtRG.

only one year.
As an undergraduate at Rutgers, Champ,
a member of the Black Arts Group, pursued
many professional and dramatic endeavors.
In fact, last March he actively participated
in a production of James Weldon Johnson's
Godge from Bones.
"I am extremely interested in theatre and
drama, but especially in the Black cultural
aspects of this art.".
Looking back to when he first visited
Trinity Champ said, "My initial shock was
the small size of the college, but after
conversing with the students, I decided

Trinity would offer a good teaching
ex
e ex
penence."
"
Champ noted that Trinity, in coniDarisrm
to other institutions of higher education
p aces a great deal of emphasis on thee
elements of teaching.
When asked if he liked living in Hartford
Champ replied, "Although Hartford is
abundant in economic opportunities, I find it
lacking in warmth and intellectual activity
Hopefully, my views will change "

Christophen Enjoys
By Lisa McCarter
"Small School" Atmosphere
"I just feel very new," said the newly
hired Instructor of Education Steven L.
Christopherson. A graduate from Stanford
University, Christopherson
teaches
educational psychology and developmental
reading. He is currently working toward his
doctorate in Educational Psychology at
Cornell.
Christopherson said he enjoys the atmosphere here at Trinity, as opposed to the

large school atmosphere that he is used to
and expects that the smaller classes will
give him the opportunity to work more
closely with the students.
So far, Christopherson is very satisfied
with his classes and the students in general.
He expressed a desire to eventually become
more involved within the academic
framework of the college, and is eager to
become a part of the Trinity community as a
whole.

i

Baum Finds Psychology "Important"
By Andrea Hoar
Andrew Baum, newly appointed Assistant
Professor of Psychology, will be teaching
upper level psychology courses in Community Services and Environmental
Psychology this term.
Baum, a graduate of University of Pittsburgh, previously taught at Stonybrook
College on Long Island. There he developed
his interests in social and environmental
psychology. He said his interest in
psychology originated when in high school in
Silver Springs, Md,.
Baum said that the solutions to many
social problems can be found in psychology.
He said psychology is "important", "real",
and "fascinating" and he can easily see the
relevance in spending one's life dedicated to
the field.
Baum said that students anticipating a
career in psychology must learn certain
skills and theoretical orientations. His
course goals include this preparation plus
something he says is more important. That

is the gradual development of a new way of
looking at the world, which includes coming
to the realization that one is a part of the
environment, rather than merely
surrounded by it. Psychology, Baum says,
brings out an awareness of relationships
with others and helps to bring forth a new
perspective on the world by the individual,
Small classes are more beneficial to
students, according to Baum. He tries to be
available as often as possible because he
says that there is a great deal of learning to
be done outside the classroom.
When asked how he liked Trinity, Baum
replied, "It's a marvelous place. There's
something magnetic about Trinity. People
here seem to like one another. It seems to be
the kind of place where people can prosper."
He said the situation at Trinity appeals to
his temperament and that there exists a
more personal, individualistic level,
resulting in more of a chance for real growth
as opposed to growth which is socially accepted.

GesfaSt
The first in a series of Personal Growth
Gestalt Workshops will be held Saturday and
Sunday, Sept. 28-9, under the leadership of Dr.
George Witt.
The workshop's goal is to discover hidden
Impulses, desires, understandings, and
capabilities, , The method of th? Gestalt
workshop is aimed at forming tightly-knit
groups among people.
The workshop will be limited to fifteen
people, and cost for both days is $30.00 per
person. Reservations may be made by phoning
561-0466.
Witt received his Ph.D.'in clinical psychology
from the University of Wisconsin. He Is a
licensed clinical psychologist and has been
Director of the Bridgeport Mental Hospital
Children'sServicesince 1973. From 1963 to 1973
he conducted the Life Enrichment Activity
Program (LEAP) for ghetto families.

Chambers
George Chambers will be poet-in-resldence
at Trinity College for the week of October 14
through October 18. He is eager to work with
student manuscripts. If you would like to have
him read your fiction and/or poetry, please
submit samples to Prof. Katz, P.O. Box 1324 by
Friday, September 27. Please limit yourself to
5 pages of poetry and 25 pages of prose. Further
arrangements will be made in October.

Female Roomates
To Share House In West Hartford.
Dynamite Location! 521-8573
eveniass
•.

COLLEGE MEN WHO JOIN THE MARINE CORPS
PLATOON LEADERS CLASS DON'T DO IT FOR THE MONEY.
THEY DO IT FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP THEIR
LEADERSHIP ABILITIES BEFORE THEY GRADUATE. ALL
THE TRAINING IS DURING THE EARLY OR LATE SUMMER
ONLY. UPON GRADUATION YOU ARE COMMISSIONED A
LIEUTENANT OF MARINES.
BUT THE MONEY CAN COME IN -- AND IT CAN COME IN
HANDY: BESIDES PAY DURING TRAINING YOU ARE
ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE $100 A MONTH EVERY MONTH OF
THE SCHOOL YEAR - UP TO A MAXIMUM OF $2700 DURING
A COLLEGE CAREER.
THE PLC PROGRAM ALSO WELCOMES MEN WHO PLAN
TO CONTINUE ON TO LAW SCHOOL. THE PLC PROGRAM
LETS YOU CONTINUE YOUR SCHOOLING UNINTERUPTED
UNTIL YOUR LAW TRAINING IS COMPLETE.
YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION COULD LEAD TO A
REWARDING ASSOCIATION WITH THE MARINE CORPS.
THE PLC IS A GREAT WAY TO START. FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION SEE THE MARINE OFFICER SELECTION
TEAM THAT VISITS TRINITY COLLEGE ON MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1974 TO DISCUSS OFFICER PROGRAMS
THAT ARE AVAILABLE. THE TEAM VISITING THE CAMPU5
WILL BE LOCATED AT THE CAMPUS CENTER FROM 10:00
AM TO 2:00 PM.
„...
INFORMATION ON MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS CAN
BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING THE MARINE OFFICER
SELECTION OFFICE, 135 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD
CONNECTICUT 04101. PHONE 244-2168 or 244-2169.

J
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Water Polo Splits Two
By Superduck
Embarking from that majestic, stately
structure known to all as Mather Campus
Center, the 1974 version of the Trinity Water
Polo Team, with six of last year's seven
starters and four of five All-New England
selections returning, took off once more for
the wilds of New Hampshire for games
against the schools of Exeter Academy and
the University of New Hampshire.

Photo by Dave Levin

Returning letterman Jim Balesano heads upfield during the gridders1
scrimmage against Tufts last Friday. The Varsity, who were edged two touchdowns to one, host Williams in the opener for both teams, Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

In the tradition of the Ducks, each car
went in a different direction but eventually
arriving at the appointed place of battle, the
town of Exeter and the pre-game training
meal consisting of trips to Dunkin Donuts
and the golden arches of MacDonalds with
their juicy 1/4 pounders (Jim Finkelstein's
record from last year's trip was broken by
frosh newcomer Kent "Jerk" Reilly as he
downed 4 burgers, 2 strawberry shakes, and
5 jelly donuts).
At 2 p.m., the two teams met, the starting
lineup of Exeter facing the formidable likes
of Gene Shen (76) in the cage, Bill Brown
(76), Dave Teichmann (77), and Steve
Berghausen (78) in the forward slots, and
the guards Jim Bradt (77), Rob Meyer (77),
and Kent Reilly (78). This scrimmage was
to be a testing ground for the team qs they
had not yet been able to get everyone
together at once in the pool before, owing to
scheduling problems at the pool in Ferris.
The game got off to a quick start with the
preppies putting in two unanswered goals
before Teichmann responded by slicing the
nets with his first goal. Two more opposition
scores were seen when the frosh ace from
Ohio popped a point to establish a 4-2 deficit
at quarter's end.
,
The second quarter was much the same as
the home team, playing before a standing
room only, cheering crowd, doubled their
quota of points. However, Berghausen was
i.
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not to be denied as he quickly burned the
goalie twice, Teichmann adding one more as
well to bring the half to a close at 8-5.
Dissatisfied with the progress of the game
so far, the Ducks came roaring in the second
half and held Exeter to only two scores on
some fine defensive play by Bradt, Meyer
and Reilly. However, the lone Trinity score
came on a fine shot by substitute Mike
O'Brien (76) late in the period.
Play in the final quarter was perhaps the
most impressive and thrilling of the game as
both teams showed some fine skills, scoring
two goals apiece. Teichmann contributed
the final two goals for a total of four, with
frosh Berghausen's three tallies. The 12-8
setback was discouraging, but it was by no
means a wasted effort as it gave the squad
valuable game experience.
The following day, after a thrilling night of
spirits and a sleep on the shore of Rye Beach
on the New Hampshire coastline, the Ducks
did battle with the University of New
Hampshire at Durham. None of the
mistakes of the preceding day were to be
seen as the team rallied to a stunningly
impressive 18-7 conquest.
Substituting freely throughout the game,
the Ducks were able to show striving
reserves such as Ron Williams (75), Steve
Cecil (76), Ed Carpenter (77), Steve Lloyd
(78), Scott MacDonald (78), Dave Rosen
(77), and Chip Glanville (78).
The scoring leaders of the day were Bill
Brown with game-high 12 to break out of his
slump, Dave Teichmann with 5 and Steve
Berghausen with a single tally. The defense
should be praised for a job well done also.
Undefeated in college competition, the
Ducks have to face the perenially strong U.
of Mass. squad this Wednesday at7:00 p.m.
Come down and cheer the home team to
victory and see some action packed polo,
especially if you've never seen a water polo
game before - you'll be surprised!
*
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Pat Heffernan, sophomore running back, finds a hole in the Jumbos' line.

Barb Clark and Liz Parker work out during a Field Hockey practice.

Community Involvement Notices
One of the great advantages of Trinity
College is its location in the heart of an
urban center.
As opposed to other colleges which are
usually located in rural areas, Trinity offers
through the cooperation of the Office of
^ommunity Affairs numerous opportunities
tor those interested to engage in, and to gain
experience and insight into urban problems.
There are advantages in Hartford for
student volunteers of almost all majors to
Put into practice their academic skills.
You Qan cwork. with public and private
agencies or neighborhood groups. The time
you decide to devote to this work is for the
most part very flexible.
It is also very important to reiterate the
fact that research projects through internships can be conducted for credit under
the sponsorship of a faculty member.
As students of the college, Major Capers
and Terri Collado want to be of service to all

individuals who are interested in any
community projects, from tutoring to internships. Feel free to call us when
necessary.
For more information, contact: Terri
Collado, Phone: 527-9828, Box 70; Major
Capers, Phone: 246-0395, Box 1538; Ivan
Backer, Phone: Extension 310, MathPhysics Center, Room 326.

Spanish speaking. Trinity students would
work with teachers in the classroom and
would tutor, hold small group discussions
and, in general, help in an individualized
instructional program covering all
academic areas: math, English, reading,
Social Studies and science. For more information, contact: Ivan Backer, Room 326
McCook, Ext. 310.

As of September 20th, new information
has been posted on the bulletin board adjacent to the post office.

3) Common Cause works toward improving the legislature and the legislative
process as well as on behalf of specific
legislation. Opportunities exist for research,
lobbying, testifying on bills, and other activities related to legislative work. IF interested, contact Mrs. Kochey at 233-5515.

1) A notice to any individual who would be
interested in providing transportation to
swimming practice to jeannettc Garcia 1668 Broad Street - Jeanette is a very good,
swimmer with much potential. Call Major
Capers for more information.
2) Project MAS is a drop-out prevention
program working particularly with students
who are not self-directed and who are

4) Artist's Collective - works to promote
the arts in the Black Community including
music, dance, drama, and visual arts (including graphics). Opportunities for
students to work for independent study in

any of these areas. Contact Mrs. Dolly
McLean, 527-3205,
5) Asylum HIH, Ind. - Would you like to
test recipients of social services in Asylum
Hill? A neighborhood organization serving
the area by the same name, Asylum Hill,
Inc., is undertaking a new social service
concept in cooperation with the Welfare
Department of the City of Hartford and
Catholic Family Services. The goal of the
project is to make peoole in Asylum Hill
more self sufficient, to help "high risk"
clients, and to increase the participation by
the residents of Asylum Hill in ongoing
activities. A pre- and post-test will be administered to the clients of this new social
service arrangement and volunteers are
needed to administer theses tests, This would
also give a student the opportunity to help in
the devising of the testing instrument and in
the analysis of the data produced. If you are
interested, contact Jill Perreault of Asylum
Hill, Inc. at 522-4241.
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Soccer Opens with 3-1 Victory over Bowdoin
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slippery footing as the ball took the banana
It looks as if the times are changing...and route into the upper right corner over hk
also the fortunes for the Trinity soccer outstretched hands, a pretty shot.
The deciding score came 9 mintues from
team. The combination of superb, smart
goal tending by junior Andy Kaufman, and the end of the half when Rob Fernald
an opportunistic offense paved the way to a collected a loose ball at the left corner of the
goalie's crease and sent a well-aimed
3-1 triumph over Bowdoin.
We must not forget, however, that even if grounder into the lower far corner.
The early part of the final half saw the
the sun wasn't smiling last Saturday,
someone up there was. Four Polar Bear visitors came close several times as the
shots found the posts to either side of Bantams seemed content to sit on their
Kaufman, two of them on the inside, but cat- precarious lead.
Fortunately, however, Kaufman and the
like- reactions from the goalie and quick
clearing on the part of fullbacks Hobie hardware around him were equal to the
Porter, Jim Soloman, Jeff Kelter and Chris many tasks that came upon them, and were
rewarded for their efforts to the many tasks
Harris eliminated all these close calls.
The front line looked stronger than in lhat came upon them, and were rewarded .
recent years as Coach Hoy Dath has for their efforts with an insurance tally in
returned to a four man wave from the weak the 38th minute.
Captain Bob Andrian initiated this scoring
and inconsistent three man front used last
year. Chris Jennings, Rob Fernald, Zen play by picking up a loose ball at midfield
Harvey, Peter Mindnich, Duffy Shea, and and passing it up the left side for Doc Chin.
Doc Chin were alternated, keeping pressure The good doctor took it down in the corner
on the Bowdoin net much of the 90 minutes and then sent an excellent cross to the
middle. Zen Harvey, high scorer on the
with the, first three scoring the goals.
Jennings drew first blood in the fifteenth freshman team last year, picked up the pass
minute of the first half as he pulled a solo job and aimed it into the lower right corner to
on the left side of the Bear defense, dribbling complete the scoring.
Credit for the satisfying victory also must
through three of them before depositing the
ball in the lower left corner from a fairly go to the four men who have the unenviable
extreme angle on the right side, faking the job of trying to control midfield play with
tow positions: Andrian, Tom Richards, John
goalie to the near post.
At the 29 minute mark, Kaufman made Kendall, and Jeff Brown.
two super saves at the left post, but the The booters, who appear to be the
Bears tied it up four minutes later, and it strongest, most exciting edition in quite
happened very suddenly. Their left halfback some time on the Broad Street campus, play
faked a pass to the right side and then lofted once this week. They kick off the first big
a shot from 30 yards out. Kaufman had come sports weekend this fall, hosting the always
out to cut down the angle on a possible cross tough Williams team at 11:30 Saturday
and couldn't retreat fast enough in the morning.
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Zen Harvey, a sophomore forward, leaps for joy after scoring the Bantams final goal
last Saturday against Bowdoin. Congratulating him are Jeff Chin and Bob Andrian (11).
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Photo by Steve Robert's

Co-Captain Bob Andrian streaks by a Bear on his way upfield. Jim Soloman appraiser
the progress of the senior halfback while Doc Chin looks for a possible pass.

Freshmen in College Footba
Can freshmen play major college football? That was the question in 1972.
A total of 152 freshmen were regular
starters last season for major colleges
across the country, more than double the 70
regular starters in 1972, when freshmen
were eligible for the first time in more than
20 years.
Many coaches doubted any freshmen
would make the travelin squad in 1972, but
471 did. Last fall, this number jumped to 912
in a survey by National Collegiate Sports
Services. Except for the Ivy League, which
didn't adopt the freshmen rule, every one of
the country's other 117 majors had at least
one freshman on the traveling squad either
in 1973, or in 1972, or both.
For the purposes of the NCSS survey, a
regular starter was a player who started at
least five games. Kicking and runback
specialists were not included; neither were
such spectacular part-timers as North
Carolina State's Buckey twins (passer Dave
and Receiver Don) and Oklahoma's 1972
sensation, Tinker Owens.
Most notable 1973 freshman, of course,
was Pittsburgh's Tony Dorsett, who set all-

time freshmen marks with 265 yards success is placed in jeopardy by their
rushing in one game and 1586 for the season. participation on the varsity. In 1972 we had
His 209 against Notre Dame was most by four freshmen start for us and each mainanyone against the Irish. Now he's thetained a grade-point average above 2.5. Last
country's top returning rusher - and only a fall we carried 12 freshmen on our Rose
sophomore.
Bowl squad."
Majors says his freshmen maintained
Teams using freshmen starters during
1972-73 have included big winners like Notre grade averages comparable with other Pitt
Dame and Alabama. Coaches now recruit varsity squad players.
freshmen to turn programs around, as
Bobby Dodd, former Georgia Tech coach
Johnny Majors did at Pitt (1-10 to 6-4-1) with (and a highly successful one), says, "I have
18 freshmen on the traveling squad.
always thought freshmen should be allowed
Indeed, they can play, but Penn State to play. Boys are much more advanced
coach Joe Paterno warns, "The real test of today, mentally and physically. Freshmen
the freshman rule is not whether he can play were allowed to play during World War II
now, but whether he graduates four years and that's the first time I gave the idea any
from now." (Penn State is one of 21 majors - serious thought."
Coaches across the country gave the rule
not including the Ivy League - that have had
no regular freshmen starters over the last some serious thought between the 1972 and
1973 seasons as the survey shows dramatic
two seasons.)
increases at positions supposedly requiring
It'll be two more years before, as Paterno more experience.
says, the freshmen rule can be fully
There was a strong tendency to go mainly
evaluated. But there are some encouraging with running backs aijd defensive tackles in
signs. Ohio State coach Woody Hayes says, 1972, but last fall starters at these positions
"Some of us have found excellent players just barely increased, while defensive ends
<like his Archie Griffin in '72) who could went from four to 24, linebackers from six to
play as freshmen, and as yet there appears 16 and offensive interior .linemen and tight
to be no real evidence that their academic ends from nineto37.

Thirteen majors started
quarterbacks over the two seasons, iexa
A&M, for instance, started 17-year-oW
David Walker at quarterback a " d " e ' ,
them past TCU, 35-16, last season. He wo
the youngest of A&M's Kiddie Korps.
d
Virginia's Scott Gardner,
now aajumo
L j--- ,.
benefitted from starting experience
quarterback in 1972. So did s i x ^
backs who became 1,000-yard rushers in *
Almost every conference (the Big 8 wQ j>
a notable exception) averaged at lea*. ^
freshman starter per team B » ^ t h e
national increase was virtually acro»»
board (only the Big Ten w e n t f S m a j o r
In 1972, better than 60 per cent of aum ^
teams had no freshmen starters. «u
season those with zero starters fell unaer
^ ! d t Penn State and the ivy
majors who had no regular
n
starters (five games or m o r e ^ G / o r g i a
were Army, West Virginia. Navy,
dj
Tech, Tulane, Utah State, Mary
^
Michigan, Northern fflmois, M' an s t a t e >
Missouri, Colorado, P ^ ^ c o l o r a d o
Oklahoma, Wichita State, JOT, mch
State. Utah, Arizona State and Long
State.

